Computational Exploration of Pulmonary Surfactant in the COMBINE Lab
This talk introduces the Minkara COMBINE (Computational Modeling for Biointerface
Engineering) Lab and discusses some of our ongoing projects. Our group focuses on studying
pulmonary surfactant. Pulmonary surfactant is a critical mixture found in the lungs at the airliquid interface that assists in regulating breathing and sequestering pathogens that attempt to
enter through the airway. Small imbalances in the composition of pulmonary surfactant can have
severe respiratory consequences. Some of our ongoing projects include the computational
exploration of structural and mechanistic properties of surfactant proteins, computational
modeling of the effects of foreign compounds on the pulmonary surfactant system, and
improvement of pulmonary drug delivery systems using various computational methods such as
Monte Carlo and Molecular Dynamics simulations. In addition, I will share current findings from
a recent project expanding on the interactions between Surfactant Protein-D and the saccharide
trimannose, a glycan commonly found on viral surfaces including that of SARS-Cov-2.
Bio: Mona Minkara is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Bioengineering and an
Affiliate Faculty in the Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology at Northeastern
University where she heads the COMBINE (Computational Modeling for Biointerface
Engineering) Lab. Dr. Minkara uses computational methods to study biological interfaces at the
atomic and molecular scales. Her current research examines pulmonary surfactant, the complex
protein-lipid substance lining the alveoli.
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Professor Minkara received a B.A. from Wellesley College and a Ph.D. in Chemistry from
the University of Florida. Before joining the Northeastern University faculty, she held a
postdoctoral appointment at the University of Minnesota Twin Cities Chemical Theory
Center with a Ford Foundation Postdoctoral Fellowship.
As a scientist who is blind, Dr. Minkara is committed to making science more accessible and
inclusive through designing new tools for blind scientists. As a partner on the project Synses
Designs, she creates tools that include molecular modeling kits for blind scientists. She serves on
the Chemists with Disabilities Committee for the American Chemical Society, is a member of
the Disabilities OutReach and Inclusion Community for the American Institute of Chemical
Engineers and works with the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS).
Research Areas
• Pulmonary Surfactant
• Computational Modeling
• Applications of Surfactant Drug Delivery
Lab website: www.minkaracombinelab.com
Personal website: www.monaminkara.com
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